
 

  

 
Always the best and most up-to-date software for car lease  
and car rental 
 

CarWise ICT is specialized in the development of software for car 

rental (RentWise), car lease and professional car fleet 

management (LeaseWise). Moreover, CarWise ICT offers you a 

complete package for your financial administration 

(AccountWise) that you can use independently but also in 

combination with RentWise and/or LeaseWise. 

 

CarWise ICT has developed these packages on its own account 

and also supplies the necessary upgrades and updates. 

  

LeaseWise & RentWise 

CarWise ICT makes a clear distinction between software for 

lease (LeaseWise) and rental (RentWise). Not just because apart 

from similarities the lease and rental activities also have many 

dissimilarities but also because these activities can be performed 

independently from each other.  For example, one entrepreneur 

focuses both on lease and rental and another actually specializes 

in one of these activities. That is why CarWise ICT has developed 

RentWise and LeaseWise as two independent, yet 

complementary, packages that can, even be considered as 

modules of each other. 

 

LeaseWise and RentWise can also simply be linked to other 

packages of CarWise ICT, e.g., AccountWise and our own CRM 

system. There are also a number of external links to financial 

packages, such as  Exact software, Unit 4 / Multivers, ADP EVA 

(DMS), ADP Autoline(DMS), DBS Finance (DMS), OEC (DMS) 

MegaCar(DMS), Darts(DMS), Fis2000, Carlo and Navision. 

 

 

The products of CarWise ICT 

are characterized by their 

scalability, flexibility, 

stability, user-friendliness 

and well-organized 

presentation.  

They fully cover the 

automation need of car 

lease and rental companies, 

if combined with Microsoft® 

Office, to which extensive 

links are provided. 

 



 

  

Cooperation as top priority 

CarWise ICT stands for cooperation. 

First of all, with you as our customer, and partners on the 

market, Autodisk (for the lease calculation and car data), and of 

course with the employees within our organization which 

consists of a decisive team of consultants, programmers and 

account managers. In this context, cooperation is a top priority 

which enables CarWise ICT to serve you as best it can.  

 

Our consultants: your support 

Our helpdesk employees are our consultants and that is exactly 

why we can optimally serve you. In case of questions or 

problems in the area of software,  you do not get to speak with 

just any helpdesk employee, but with people who know exactly 

what is going on in the daily practice as they regularly visit 

companies, such as yours. They can always answer your 

questions quickly and adequately. 

 

For that matter, this form of supply of services is an important 

source of information for CarWise ICT. Thanks to your questions, 

comments, and/or wishes, we are able to further develop within 

the software, to learn about the use by you as a customer, and 

to learn about the operational developments within the market. 

 

Anticipate changes 

CarWise ICT has its feet firmly on the ground. We follow all 

developments in the area of car lease and car rental or rather, 

we prefer to anticipate this, where possible. We inform you as 

soon as possible about possible consequences of changes in 

legislation or other changes and we adapt our software. In 

"The car rental companies 

affiliated with BOVAG make 

use of a national warning 

system, ELENA. In this way 

they inform each other 

about customers who 

earlier did not comply with 

a lease contract or who 

have outstanding fines."  

Source: www.bovag.nl 

 



 

  

practice this means that before a change in legislation comes 

into effect, your company is already completely ready. 

But, we also quickly and thoroughly pick up other market 

developments. The centralization of invoicing and the planning 

of independently operating rental companies is a good example 

of this. CarWise ICT has developed the system (I-Wise) whereby 

large buyers can follow the deployment of rental cars 

nationwide in a centralized manner. Via the Back Office the 

where, which and why can be viewed. The Back Office also 

invoices in a centralized manner. Hence, also our smaller 

customers can compete with the large national rental 

companies.  

 

Better than a manual 

Software that is so user-friendly that an explanation or manual is 

not required at all simply does not exist. The software of 

CarWise ICT is no exception to this rule, but the way we present 

our explanation is. Instead of creating manuals per program 

component, CarWise ICT ensures that the procedures are 

available digitally and online. These procedures describe how 

subject matters are supported in the software and how these 

can be processed. The procedures are available as Microsoft 

Word documents via the internet and are also immediately 

ready for use as basis for or part of your internal procedure 

documentation.  

 

Costs and mutual benefit 

A monthly license contribution is charged for the software of 

CarWise ICT. As a consequence, the user does not become 

owner of the software, but this does prevent companies from 

making (very) significant investments in software packages that 

moreover quickly lose their value.   



 

  

Consequently, we can also constantly continue developing and 

are able to continue using our market leadership to your 

advantage. This way you are always assured of the most up-to-

date software for your activities in the area of car lease and car 

rental. 

 

CarWise Information Services B.V. 

www.carwise.nl/ict 

info@carwise.nl 

00 31 (36) 538 20 60 

Almere, The Netherlands 
 


